Honeywell t87f wiring diagram

InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers,
products, or services discussed at this website. This article gives a table showing the proper
wire connections for Honeywell brand wall or room thermostats used to control heating or air
conditioning equipment. Our page top sketch, courtesy of Honeywell Controls, illustrates the
wiring diagram for a traditional Honeywell T87F thermostat used for 2-wire single pole single
throw control of heating only in a typical gas-fired heating system. Do not use C, C1 or X wire.
Do not use B wire if you already have O wire. Wrap bare end of wire with electrical tape. This
thermostat cannot be used if your old thermostat had [and used] any two of the following wires:
R, RC, RH, 4 and V. Shown here is the company's orginal traditional T87 round,
non-programmable thermostat and its contemporary, digital replacement that will be wired
identically: Honeywell's TC These thermostat T87F models vary by the operating temperature
range they support and a few other simple features such as the presence or absence of a
thermometer. Functionally and for wiring they are similar. Some thermostats will be supplied
with a jumper wire or clip between the thermostat RH and RC terminal and will not provide a
simple R terminal such as the 3M Filtrete. Connect the red wire t. Remember that ultimately a
thermostat is simply an on-off switch, or provides several on-off functions. But with multiple
zone heat, you should expect to provide a thermostat for each individual zone - else they're not
heating zones at all. In a traditional hot water heating system that does not use the Azel i-Link
controller, the first thermostat is wired directly to an aquastat that controls the first zone; the
second two thermostats are wired to individual circulator relays if individual circulator pumps
are used or to individual zone valves if a single circulator runs the whole system. Where zone
valves are used, an end switch closes to turn on the circulator a logical inclusive OR function
with the other zone valves when the zone valve opens to allow hot water to flow. And the
company makes clear that their controller is compatible with standard thermostats:. ALL controls are compatible with 2, 3 or 4 wire type thermostats. Calling Honeywell with the right
product number Tel: might produce better results. Honeywell has done a great job making
installation and operations manuals available for their equipment, but you've got to search with
the right product number. Searching the Honeywell site for the corrected thermostat number
delivers a single product that's probably yours, the Day Programmable Thermostat - RTHB In
fact this thermostat is widely sold including at Home Depot stores, and I've installed and used
this very model myself to control an add-on hot water heating zone and Taco circulator in an
older home. According to Honeywell, this thermostat is compatible with:. Here are details from
that manual's instructions for wiring the Honeywell RTHB Day Programmable Thermostat
beginning with the inspection of the existing wires:. Identify and label each of the existing
thermostat wires by using not the wire colors someone could have made a wire color error and
violated convention but rather, identify each existing thermostat wire by noting the letter next to
the old thermostat wiring block terminals where each wire was connected to a screw. Identify
and label the wires that are connected as. If any wires are not attached to your old thermostat or
are attached to a terminal marked C or C1, they will not be connected to your new thermostat.
Wrap the bare metal end of each of these wires with electrical tape, so it cannot touch and short
other wires. Watch out : since here we are focusing on connections, I am leaving out some
important procedure and safety details like removing and taping each wire end to avoid
shorting, etc. Honeywell Day Thermostat Wiring Table : If the wire labels from your old
thermostat hookup don't match the above, Honeywell offers additional advice that we adapt in
table form provided in detail. If the wire labels from your old thermostat hookup don't match the
above, Honeywell offers additional advice that we adapt in table form:. Be sure that you label
the wires before disconnecting them from the old thermostat, or if you are installing new
equipment, identify the incoming wires from the equipment terminals and its manual. Below are
alternative wiring connections for the Honeywell RTHC thermostat along with an explanation.
Watch out : if your wires do not match the above see several alternative wiring installation
hookups on both of the thermostat wiring manuals given just below. Hi, I have a setup that I
think is probably common, at least in the northeast, but that I found very difficult to get straight.
I have a boiler with a hydronic zone valve that controls two zones. The thermostat I was
replacing was an old White-Rogers mercury switch. It's a 3-wire configuration. The new t-stat is
Honeywell RTH Both thermostats are wired into the hydronic valve. The valve connectors are
labeled with numbers I had some trouble getting through to Honeywell support, but I finally
succeeded in communicating with someone via the live chat they offer at the bottom of their
help and support page. That worked well. One tip before using that service: start the chat on a
laptop or mobile device; I was on a desktop and had to run up and down the stairs checking on
wiring. I never would have arrived at that on my own given the information in the t-stat manual
and what I've found on the internet, so bravo Honeywell support person. Thanks Ryan, that will
help other readers. I'll keep your comment in our Honeywell Thermostat Wiring Instructions. I

previously had a Source1 tstat. Battery powered. No issues. I decided to upgrade to a
programmable tstat. I went with the honewell TH The wiring was the same W to white, Y-yellow,
and G- green. There was an additional blue wire that was not used, but i needed now for the
24volt power. I hooked it up on the control board. Now, as soon as i connect the tstat, the
blower kicks on. I have it set to auto. Even if i turn it off, it still runs. Only way to turn off the
blower is to disconnect the tstat or unplug the blower. I turned the temp up to 80 in my house.
Do these units take time to sync, or anything? Should i let it run longer? Or is my tstat
defective? I hooked my old source1 back up and it is fine. In the Honeywell TH installation
manual, as I read the wiring instructions they expect the blue wire to be operating a reversing
valve - for heat pumps. In the thermostat Custom Setup did you make sure that your thermostat
is set for the proper type of heating system:. Each option offers different choices on the
following screens. Note: Touch the orange Help button on any screen for more information.
Number of cooling stages Select 1 Stage default or 2 Stages. Number of heating stages Select 1
Stage default or 2 Stages. Your fan control Select whether your thermostat default or heating
system controls the fan. I f you are unsure, note which wires you have connected. Select 1
Stage default or 2 Stages. At left the thermostat wiring diagram illustrates use of a Honeywell
T87F thermostat in a 2-wire application controlling a gas fired heating appliance. In the
Honeywell T87F thermostat series the single pole double throw switch makes closes one set of
contacts when the temperature falls - to turn on the heating appliance. A second set of contacts
will make or close on temperature rise. This second set of contacts is typically used to operate
a cooling or air conditioning system but may also be used to operate other controls or valves in
some heating systems. Above the thermostat wiring diagram illustrates use of a Honeywell
T87F thermostat in a 2-wire application controlling an oil fired heating appliance. At left the
thermostat wiring diagram illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F thermostat in a typical 3-wire,
open contact, high limit control such as on an oil fired heating boiler. At left the thermostat
wiring diagram illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F thermostat in a 3-wire application as a spdt
single pole double throw switch such as used to control low voltage motors, electric radiator
valves, zone valves. At left the thermostat wiring diagram illustrates the typical wiring
connections when installing a Honeywell RTH or similar programmable room thermostat. Be
sure to identify and label the existing thermostat wires before disconnecting them from the
terminals on the old thermostat you are replacing. Watch out : existing thermostat wires that
will not be used in the new thermostat installation, such as wires attached to C or C1 terminals
on the old thermostat should have their ends taped so as not to accidentally touch and short
other thermostat wires or connectors. Need More help? Call Honeywell at for assistance with
your Honeywell thermostat. Honeywell Series 10 controllers such as the Honeywell R19A use a
simple relay and built-in transformer and one or more line voltage contactors. The No. The
"coil" shown may be a magnetic coil that pulls in the armature of the No. The holding contact
closes when the coil is energized. In this sketch from a Honey Heating Control Handbook the
thermostat has been satisfied both contacts are open and the system is not calling for heat. On
a drop in temperature the flexible blade makes the white contact, and subsequently connects
the stiff blade. On a rise in temperature the contacts break or open in the opposite order.
Understanding the wiring details of series 10 controls and circuits can help us diagnose heating
and cooling system operating snafus. Here are more examples from the Handbook. Even when
the wire itself is not easy to decode or see color, you should see an r and a w on the wiring
base. Since it's alternating current or AC it shouldn't be critical. Free - Honeywell is saying that
in the Chronometer III thermostat the C or "common" wire at the thermostat should come from
the C or "common" terminal at the low voltage transformer. That's wiring coming through the
wall from your heating system or its transformer. Is there a way to jumper that with one of the 4
wires I have? On by mod - Old thermostat has an O wire, new thermostat does have O port. The
new thermostat ought to include a wiring instruction that tells you where that wire goes on their
model. Old thermostat has an O wire, new thermostat does have O port. What should I do?
Bruce If your dad's wall thermostat is controlling both heat and air conditioning still most digital
Honeywell thermostats will work just fine and any model will include specific wiring connection
instructions for the R W Y O G and Black wires in your existing setup. On by mod - Honeywell
thermostat for home, model: RTH I need to be clear that I don't understand your exact situation,
in part because I don't know what thermostat wiring is present in your home. Some thermostat
systems, in fact most but not all of them, rely on the 24 volt power provided by the thermostat
circuit. I have encountered thermostats the only operated off of battery power because voltage
wasn't being delivered by the thermostat circuit. I purchased a Honeywell thermostat for home,
model: RTH With normal installation procedure, when I remove the batteries, the system
appears to stop working. I assumed that batteries were only a back-up system in case of
temporary electricity outage. Am I wrong? Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a

question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note:
appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web
link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it
has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! See Note 1 in the table
above. Connected to the R terminal in the room thermostat. W White White wire coming to the
thermostat from the heater, connect to the W terminal in the thermostat. Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments The book provides comprehensive
coverage of wiring and technical specifications, and now includes increased coverage of
combination boilers, recently developed control features and SEDBUK Seasonal Efficiency of
Domestic Boilers in the UK boilers ratings, where known. In addition to providing concise
details of nearly different boilers fuelled by electric, gas, oil and solid fuel, and over
programmers and time switches, this invaluable resource also features numerous
easy-to-understand wiring diagrams with notes on all definitive systems. Brief component
descriptions are provided, along with updated contact and website details for most major
manufacturers. Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive
home inspection education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide
to help building owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection
worksheets are included at the back of the volume. For Honeywell Wall TF type Thermostats
Connect the blue wire coming to the thermostat from the heater or air conditioner. Red wire
coming to the thermostat from the heater. White wire coming to the thermostat from the heater,
connect to the W terminal in the thermostat. Watch out : For Honeywell Wall TF type
Thermostats connect the white wire coming to the thermostat from the heater or air conditioner
to the Y terminal, not the W terminal. Quick Links. For heating systems, the T87F. For cooling
only, or. Subbase, which provides switching at the thermostat loca-. The spdt switch makes one
set of contacts on a tem-. The other set of. This control contains mercury in a sealed tube. Do
not. If this control is replacing a control that contains mercury. Read these instructions
carefully. Failure to fol-. Check the ratings given in the instructions and on. Installer must be a
trained, experienced service. After installation is complete, check out product. Handle the
thermostat carefully; rough handling may. Select a location about 1. Do not mount thermostat
where it may be affected byâ€”. Use spirit level to accurately level the wallplate or. Inaccurate
leveling may cause. When using the T87F with a Q Subbase, follow. Place the wallplate on the
wall at the desired loca-. Pull the thermostat cable through the entrance hole. Level according to
Fig. After wiring wallplate, plug hole to prevent drafts. Honeywell universal thermostat
installation instructions 4 pages. M 2. Do not the mounting and wiring instructions included with
place control in the trash at the end of its useful life. Page 3 A Wallplate for this application. The
T87F is calibrated at the factory and no recali- Adjust anticipator to match current rating of
primary bration should be necessary. If the thermostat is accurately control. Print page 1 Print
document 4 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. The T87F Universal Thermostat
provides tempera-. For heating systems, the. T87F mounts on the wallplate provided. For
cooling. The spdt switch makes one set of contacts on a tem-. The other set. Heat anticipation is
adjustable, 0. This control contains mercury in a sealed tube. Do not. If this control is replacing
a control that contains. Contact your local waste management authority for. If you have
questions, call Honeywell Inc. Installation and Setting. Read these instructions carefully. Failure
to fol-. Check the ratings given in the instructions and on. Installer must be a trained,
experienced service. After installation is complete, check out product. Installation Instructions
for the Trained Service Technician. Universal Thermostat. Disconnect power supply to prevent
electri-. To prevent interference with the thermostat. Do not overtighten thermostat captive
mount-. Do not short across coil terminals on relay. This can burn out the thermostat heat
antici-. Install the thermostat about 5 ft [1. Do not install the thermostat where it may be
affected. This thermostat is a precision instrument and was. Handle it carefully. Use a spirit
level to accurately level the wallplate. Inaccurate leveling may. When using the T87F with a Q
Subbase, follow. Place the wallplate on the wall at the desired loca-. Pull the thermostat cable
through the entrance hole. Fasten wallplate. Do not tighten the screws. Level according to Fig.
After wiring wallplate, plug hole to prevent drafts. Summary of Contents for Honeywell T87F
Page 1 The spdt switch makes one set of contacts on a tem- perature fall to operate the heating
system. The other set of contacts make on a temperature rise to operate the cooling system
when the T87F is used to control cool- ing. Page 2: Leveling And Mounting Disconnect power
supply before con- necting wiring to prevent electrical shock or equipment damage. The T87F is
adaptable to most 2-wire, 24 to 30 volt heating systems, and to most 3-wire, 24 to 30 volt heating
systems controlled by a Series 10 Thermostat. Page 3: Mounting Thermostat To Wallplate fewer
cycles per hour may be desirable for some systems. If the thermostat is accu- rately leveled and

still appears to be out of calibration, order A Calibration Wrench. Instructions for recalibrat-ing
are furnished with the wrench. Print page 1 Print document 4 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick
Links. Table of Contents. Ordering Information. Understanding Circuits. Cross Reference.
Wiring Diagrams. Multistage thermostats with restricted set point qa-e,g subbases 8 pages.
Summary of Contents for Honeywell T Page 1 These thermostats and subbases provide low
voltage control of multistage heating and cooling systems, including heat pump systems.
International Sales and Service Offices in all principal cities of the world. T Thermostat and Q
Subbase dimensions in in. Page 4 Changeover stage operates with heating. Fixed voltage type
anticipation. Changeover stage operates with heating; a secondary changeover is provided in
cooling switch. Provides night setback used with standard T and timer-operated remote
switching. Manual changeover stageâ€”use QB,L subbase. Changeover stage operates with
cooling. Page 5 Changeover stage operates with heating. QGâ€”O and B terminals. Page 7 It is
not a calibration problem. Location Install the thermostat about 5 ft 1. Do not mount the
thermostat where it can be affected by: â€” Installing Q Subbase on wall. Subbase components
and leveling procedure. Page 9: Terminal Designations W3 controls the auxiliary heat like W2,
and allows adding additional stages of auxiliary heat with outdoor thermostats while
maintaining the proper second stage anticipation. Page 10 1. Remove the thermostat cover by
pulling the bottom edge of the cover upward until it snaps free of the mounting slots. Turn to
the back of the T Thermostat. Locate the hole for the brass insert in the plastic base below the
LED window. When using a T Thermostat with two stages of heating, set each heat anticipator
to match its respective primary control current draw. If you cannot find the current rating on
Hang the upper edge of the thermostat cover on top of the thermostat base and swing the cover
downward until it engages with the cover clip. See Fig. Heating system should start and the fan
should run after a short delay. The cooling equipment and fan should start. If the system has
two stages of cooling, both stages should start. Page 15 Each anticipator is identified and each
switch affected is named EX: H1 anticipator, C1 anticipator. All T Multistage Thermostats use
mercury switches. The thermostat provides two-stage heating and one-stage cooling manual
changeover operates on cooling. Page 17 EM. Tracing the heat 1 and anticipation circuit.
Tracing the heat 2, anticipation and AUX. LED circuit. Page 21 Mechanical differential is the
difference between the make and break points of each switch. Page Operation Turn thermostat
upside-down, and the blank insert falls out. Drop a strip into the recessed area behind the
scaleplate so selected LEDs show. Make sure insert is completely seated in recessed area.
System switching for manual changeover. Commercial Rooftop Application The T can be used
as part of a commercial rooftop application to run mechanical cooling. An economizer is often
used as part of a rooftop application to save on air conditioning. With a T, this is accomplished
by setting the anticipator at the total current draw of the controlled device the contactor and
possibly the changeover relay or valve. Page 25 It comes on with the compressor high speed if
an outdoor thermostatâ€”wired in series with itâ€” is made. Page Emergency Heat The same is
true with 50, or 60, Btu The T can provide the same high quality control. This scheme also
eliminates the need for outdoor thermostats and thus offers the manufacturer an opportunity to
reduce unit cost. All thermostats listed carry the Honeywell logo unless otherwise noted. Page
Cross Reference Fast cycle performance on both heat stages; anticipator range 0. TT
Thermostat Cross Reference. Description TA Page 31 C Lennox logo; no. Description YR YR
Page 34 Adjustable anticipator stage 2 heat; fixed anticipator stage 1 heat and cool; changeover
with cooling; used with QE When replacing a T Thermostat and Q Subbase, always replace both
the thermostat and the subbase. Page 35 Tappan; no. B; used with QL for 8 and 10 ton heat
pumps with 2 compressors. Page 36 TN Heat pump model; 2-stage heat, 1-stage cool plus
changeover, changeover in heat mode. N When replacing a T Thermostat and Q Subbase,
always replace both the thermostat and the subbase. Description YG Page 37 L R Friedrich
logo; fixed anticipator; used with QB, L Description YR None Page 39 Friedrich; heat mode
changeover; used with TR When replacing a T Thermostat and Q Subbase, always replace both
the thermostat and subbase. QQ Subbase Cross Reference. Q Trade Page 40 Heat pump circuit;
W1-Y2 jumper; cool mode changeover. E Heat pump circuit; heat mode changeover. Q Trade
Description Page 42 Singer no. G SLI-Mammoth; heat pump; heat mode changeover. Q Trade
Description Replacement Page 43 EM. Page 44 York special; used with TR L Amana special; no.
C; used with TR L Singer; used with TR Page 45 System: EM. P Carrier special; no. Page 46
Number TA 1-stage heat, 1-stage cool. Both the thermostat and subbase must be replaced. T
Cross Reference. Description Trade Model Replacement Remarks Number A Obsolete.
Honeywell logo; Carrier part no. A Obsolete. Page 49 Obsolete. Carrier Synergy logo; part no.
TC 2-stage heat, 1-stage cool. Number C Obsolete. Fasco part no. C Obsolete. Square D logo.
Singer part no. Page 51 Obsolete. Honeywell logo; meets DoD specifications; used with QL

Borg-Warner multi-logo; part no. Honeywell logo; Heil Quaker part no. Williamson logo; used
with QB; used in YC Honeywell logo; meets DoD specifications; Page 52 QB; used in YC TD
2-stage heat, 2-stage cool. D , 82 Obsolete. D 44, 88 Obsolete. Page 53 51, 53 Obsolete. Carrier
logo. D Obsolete. Fedders multi-logo; part no. Number D Obsolete. York logo; part no. Risco
special. Borg Warner multi-logo; part no. Page 55 Model Fig. D Marv Air Com Stat logo; part no.
ComStat logo; part no. Carrier Weathermaker; part no. HH07AT; stage 1 and 2 heat anticipator
factory set 0. Page 57 Obsolete. F Obsolete. Honeywell logo; stages 1 and 2 heat electrically
isolated; used with QD Wesco logo; heat anticipator factory set at 0. Number G 86, Obsolete.
Lennox logo; part no. Page 59 Model Fig. G Obsolete. Honeywell logo; H2 anticipator factory set
at 0. Number G Obsolete. BDP multi-logo; part no. Page 63 QC; used in YH H Obsolete. No logo;
Friedrich part no. AT; used with QC H , Obsolete. Carrier Heat Pump System Control logo; part
no. Number J , Obsolete. Nordyne logo; part no. TK Heat pump model; 2-stage heat, 1-stage
cool, automatic changeover in heat. Page 65 68, 97 Obsolete. TQ 1-stage heat; used with
another T for night setback. Q Honeywell logo. Q Obsolete. Page 66 YR R Obsolete. Page 67 QL
Page 68 R Tempstar logo; part no. Honeywell logo; Keeprite part no. Page 69 Model Fig. Number
TW 3-stage heat, 2-stage cool, manual changeover. W Obsolete. Honeywell logo; Westinghouse
special; used with QL Lennox Advanced Heat Pump System logo; B Obsolete. Lennox part no.
Q Subbase Cross Reference. Number B Obsolete. Page 73 Obsolete. American Air Filter part no.
Description Q Trade Friedrich part no. AQ; used on systems requiring night setback contacts;
Page 75 Obsolete. Borg-Warner; used with TG. York part no. Description Q Trade Replacement
Remarks D 55, 66 Obsolete. Trane part no. Snyder General part nos. D Trol-A-Temp; Page 77
Obsolete. Carrier part no. Square D part no. Number F Obsolete. Southwest special; W2-X2
jumper. Lennox heat pump; part no. Carrier two-speed compressor heat pump; used with TS
WaterFurnace logo; part no. Used in YF Climate Control; used with TD Page 81 Obsolete. K
Obsolete. Oneida Heater part no. Snyder General part no. QL System: EM. Page 83 Obsolete. L
Obsolete. Number L Obsolete. BDP heat pump; part no. Fedders heat pump; used with TR; used
in YR Coleman heat pump; used with TR; Page 85 Model Fig. Snyder General heat pump; part
no. Amana part no. Page 87 Obsolete. Contains TC, QL D; contains TC, QF Y Cross Reference.
Fiberglas; contains TC, QS Page 89 TG, QJ BDP part no. Addison part no. Heat Controller part
no. Luxaire part no. Trade Model Description Replacement Number J Obsolete. YN N Obsolete.
Williamson part no. Page 93 Heil Quaker part no. Rheem Universal Parts part no. R Rheem part
no. Page 95 Obsolete. Mammoth part no. Y Obsolete. Used in standard applications. Schematic
and hookup of TR with QB. Used in heat pump applications. Schematic and hookup of TD with
QB. Schematic and hookup of TG with QB. Schematic and hookup of TW with QB. Schematic
and hookup of TG with QD. Schematic and hookup of TA with QQ. Used in fan coil applications.
Schematic and hookup of TF with QB. Schematic and hookup of TF with QD. FALL Fig.
Schematic and hookup of TC with QS. Schematic and hookup of TH with QC. Schematic and
hookup of TA with QC. Schematic and hookup of TP with QC. Schematic and hookup of TG with
QC. Schematic and hookup of TG with QE. Schematic and hookup of TD with QE. Schematic
and hookup of TD with QG. Schematic and hookup of TF with QK. Schematic and hookup of TR
with QL. Schematic and hookup of TC with QL. Schematic and hookup of TD with QL. Schematic
and hookup of TW with QL. Schematic and hookup of TJ with QL. Schematic and hookup of TG
w
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ith QL. Page EM. Schematic and hookup of TL with QB. Schematic and hookup of TC with QF.
RISE Fig. Schematic and hookup of TJ with QJ. Schematic and hookup of TG with QF.
Schematic and hookup of TG with QJ. Schematic and hookup of TD with QF. Schematic and
hookup of TN with QF. Schematic and hookup of TK with QC. Schematic and hookup of TD with
QC. Schematic and hookup of TD with QD. Schematic and hookup of TA with QE. Schematic
and hookup of TL with QC. Schematic and hookup of TA with QB. Schematic and hookup of TN
with QC. Schematic and hookup of TC with QC. Schematic and hookup of TW with QC.
Schematic and hookup of TS with QF. Schematic and hookup of TG with QG. Schematic and
hookup of TG and QF. Schematic and hookup of TC with QG. Schematic and hookup of TY with
QF. Schematic and hookup of TC with QB. This manual is also suitable for: Q Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

